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Since 1995 SlumberTrek’s mission has been to 

Design, Create, and Deliver innovative lifestyle 

products worldwide. Our Australian way of life 

embraces casual living and the great outdoors, 

and we’re passionate about helping the rest of the 

world to live it up!

We travel the globe for inspiration and insight, 

applying what we learn to what we do – all so 

your customers can enjoy their time relaxing 

indoors, camping, picnicking or at the beach.

Why SlumberTrek?
SlumberTrek is deeply committed to ethical sourcing and 
manufacturing. All of our factories are independently audited 
to meet BSCI standards as well as being regularly audited by 
our customers. We believe in safeguarding the conditions of 
everyone Involved in our supply chain to develop sustainable 
and prosperous partnerships. A great customer experience 
starts with a great supplier experience, and we take each 
step in the journey with care and conscience.

Our responsibilities
A key responsibility of ours, is the ability to customise an ever 
increasing product range. We do what we say we will. We 
are good at what we do. We are passionate about what we 
do. Our products and packaging ensure the retailer is able to 
convey a story. We offer the complete solution from product 
design to various methods of delivery.

Strict QC processes
To ensure all products are built to do their job. Having 
worked closely with our retail customers over the past 22 
years, we are able to offer a number of point of sale 
solutions (SRT, PDQ, hang-sell) to best suit our products in 
your retail environment.

Manufacturing for a global market
With a manufacturing base in Asia, SlumberTrek has the 
infrastructure to service retailers from around the world. We work

closely with our partners to ensure quality and standards are 
achieved within budget, and on time. If you require product 
delivered to port or a full retail solution, SlumberTrek can support

your objectives. You or your sourcing team can meet with us in 
China, Vietnam or Indonesia where you can find out more about 
how we create products to your specifications.

Our customers
We service retailers in a number of categories around the world.

Australian & New Zealand retailers

Aldi, Big W, Kmart, Target, Coles, Woolworths, 
Bunnings, Mitre10NZ, Myer, Ezibuy.

Global retailers

Bed Bath & Beyond, Carrefour, Target.com, Walmart, Aldi 

CONTACT US
Email: contact@slumbertrek.com.au
Tel: +61 3 9897 0700
Web: slumbertrek.com.au
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Design and Development. 

Offering customers a dedicated in-house Design Team helps your business  

with the development of high quality commercial products whilst providing  

advice on adapting global trends for your specific target markets.
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We offer a variety of options for your
range catagory, to make your buying 
decisions easier.  

Stage 1
Research

RESEARCH
The SlumberTrek Design Team actively researches the latest trends to ensure that we are ahead of the curve.
We take the time to understand your customers, and by developing product in advance we are ready with
colour palettes, patterns and fabric samples, so you can go to market with confidence.

COLOUR PALETTE
With our knowledge of the latest colour palettes and
patterns, we’re able to create coordinated ranges
across a variety of products and categories.

TELLING A STORY
By creating coordinated ranges, we help you tell a story to 
your customers and continue to support you through this 
process by providing marketing services including quality 
imagery, packaging, POS and other collateral material.

Stage 2
Colour Palette

Stage 3
Range review

LINEN SUNNYBOY 
0601

LINEN CLASSIC GREY 
0602
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We offer a variety of options for your
range catagory, to make your buying 
decisions easier.  

Stage 1
Research

RESEARCH
The SlumberTrek Design Team actively researches the latest trends to ensure that we are ahead of the curve.
We take the time to understand your customers, and by developing product in advance we are ready with
colour palettes, patterns and fabric samples, so you can go to market with confidence.

COLOUR PALETTE
With our knowledge of the latest colour palettes and
patterns, we’re able to create coordinated ranges
across a variety of products and categories.

TELLING A STORY
By creating coordinated ranges, we help you tell a story to 
your customers and continue to support you through this 
process by providing marketing services including quality 
imagery, packaging, POS and other collateral material.

Stage 2
Colour Palette

Stage 3
Range review

LINEN iCRIB 
0702

LINEN COASTAL GREY 
0701

LINEN OTTOMAN GREY 
0703
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FABRIC CHOICE
Our team source, manufacture and produce a range of tested fabrics, that add a variety

of dynamic options to your products. If it’s outdoors we know what to do. Indoors, we have
you covered. Both, no problems. Let your imagination run wild.

COTTON / SPANDEX BLEND POLYESTER 420D
(OTHER OPTIONS AVAILABLE)

PRINTABLE

COTTON CANVAS FAUX FUR VELOUR / VELVET

QUILTED LEATHER LOOK LINEN LOOK BLEND SCREEN PRINT PU
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Classic.

WHY US?

the

The Classic bean bag has been a top seller
of ours for years. Here’s why...    

High quality interior liner.
Quick (no mess) fill funnel on liner.
Materials selected for easy cleaning.
Wide range to suit any indoor and outdoors.
Great for movies or game nights.
 

All our bean bags include
the latest safety measures, testing

and QC processes, before they leave
our factory. All our products are
child friendly, but always follow

the product instructions carefully.

all our zipper heads have been
developed to make our Bean
Bags safe for all the family.

The internal liner helps filling,
reduces noise, increases comfort
and stops any spillages.

BLUE VELOUR 
0904

GOLD COIN NAVY 
0901

RED VELOUR 
1303

LINEN GREY 
0602
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Quilted surfaces are
appearing across many
areas of homewares.
The techinque provides 
a sense of luxury to
soft furnishings.
Adding elegance and 
tactility to the home.

We offer all different pattern styles of
stitch work across a range of fabric 
choices such as velvet, linen & leather.

QUILTING

We offer a variety of quilting profiles,
fill weights and thread detail, to suit
any needs your customers have. 

QUILTED CLASSIC 
1004

RIB QUILTED OTTOMAN 
1001

CROSS STITCHED RETRO 
1002

RIB QUILTED SUNNYBOY 
1003
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VELVET    The velvet range
tactile, luxurious velvet

remains a contemporary
and versatile fabric 

choice for homewares.
Velvet also appears
outdoors with fresh 

textile pairings such as 
canvas and linen

We offer rich luxurious 
colouring, pleat & button details.
Simply enjoy sitting in style. 

BLUSH PINK 
1301

RED VELOUR 
1303

NAVY FAUX VELOUR 
1302

GREEN VELOUR 
1304
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BLACK&WHITE

Trends.
the

Our design team live and breath their roles. They like to keep 
ahead of the pack and offer you a wide range of new and 

exciting product,for customers who feel the same

FAUX FUR BLACK 
1202

BLACK & WHITE GEO 
1203

RIB QUILTED TEARDROP 
1201

RIB QUILTED COASTAL 
1205

VW BERUMDA  
1204

COASTAL BLACK 
1206
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Natural woven textiles: rustic and hand crafted looks are 

introduced into soft furnishings from simple cane weaves 

to rugged rope looks.

CHUNKY KNITS

SHERPA DARK SHERPA HAZETAN PLUSH PASTEL PINKLONG HAIR SOFT GREY

TEXTURE
PRINTS

FINE WEAVE THICK WEAVE

CHUNKY WEAVE 
1504

RUSTIC FURS

NEUTRAL TONES
LONG HAIR ROSE QUARTZ 
1501

Faux Fur & Textures

BLACK&WHITE

Trends.
the

Our design team live and breath their roles. They like to keep 
ahead of the pack and offer you a wide range of new and 

exciting product,for customers who feel the same

POLY
LINEN

BOON OTTOMAN 
1505

BEAN BAG CHAIR 
1503

KNITTED 
1502
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Our ottomans are a perfect addition
to your lounge, outdoor space or 
bedroom. They add comfort and are 
great for quick additional seating.OTTOMAN

We offer a wide range of shapes, sizes
and fill types to make sure we have
everything you need.  

We can offer a non slip option for the
base of the ottoman. Or a fully
breathable option for outdoor use.
  

LINEN LOOK OTTOMAN 
1201

CORFU OTTOMAN 
1202
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Our ottomans are a perfect addition
to your lounge, outdoor space or 
bedroom. They add comfort and are 
great for quick additional seating.OTTOMAN

We offer a wide range of shapes, sizes
and fill types to make sure we have
everything you need.  

We can offer a non slip option for the
base of the ottoman. Or a fully
breathable option for outdoor use.
  

GOLD COIN NAVY 
1206

STRIPE OUTDOOR OTTOMAN 
1203

FOAM GREY OTTOMAN 
1204

POWDER BLUE OTTOMAN 
1205

TROPIC NAVY 
1207

FAUX FUR IN GREY 
1208

NAUTICAL OTTOMAN 
1909

PHILODENDRON  
1909

CASABLANCA  
1909
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NAVY SOLID 
2101

FINE STRIPES 
2102

FAUX FUR OTTOMAN  
IN WHITE 
2008

HOODIE TEARDROP 
2103

SHERPA BALL 
2005

ANIMAL PRINT 
2004

Back to Campus
Dorm now feels like home. Homely touches coupled  

with clever space saving and multifunctional features  

are key to products in this range.

PASTEL STRIPE 
2007

SPACE CHAIR 
2009

SUNSET SUNNYBOY 
2010
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HOODIE iCRIB 
1904

DENIM TEARDROP 
1903

CLUB CHAIR 
#1909

POCKETS 
FOR THE
REMOTE

GAMING LOUNGER 
2105

DIGITAL PRINTED SUNNYBOY 
2104

DENIM BURTON 
2107

SOCCER BALL 
2108

POM POM OTTOMAN 
1910
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Outdoor.
the

Our wide selection of outdoor
fabrics make your Bean Bags
splashproof and very versitile. 

All our bean bags include the latest safety measures, 
testing and QC measures, before they leave our factory. 
All our products are child friendly, but always follow the 

product instructions carefully.

Our bags are designed to allow
airflow, allowing our bags to
breathe for greater comfort.

FRAGMENT CLASSIC 
1805

BLUE STRIPE 
1807

RED OUTDOOR  
1806

FLORAL 
1802

NAVY 
1803

MOSAIC 
1804

AQUA OUTDOOR 
1801
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C

VW LINER 
2603

VW OTTOMAN RANGE 
2606

VW SUN UMBRELLA 
2604

VW CUSHION RECLINER 
2605

VW BELVEDERE BEAN BAG 
2602

VW WELLEN BEAN BAG  
2601

ONE FINE DAY 
OUTDOOR BEAN BAG 
2607
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OUR DESIGN.

SunnyBoy.
the

With over 10 years experience, our team offer
a full and complete solution for your needs.
We constantly review trends to stay a head
              of the pack.   

The internal liner helps filling,
reduces noise, increases comfort
and stops any spillages.

All our zipper heads have been
developed to make our bean
bags safe for all the family.

High quality interior liner
Quick (no mess) fill funnel on liner.

Materials selected for easy cleaning.
Indoors and outdoors wide range to suit.

Great for movies or game nights.
 

LINEN SUNNYBOY 
0601

SOLID BLUE 
2001
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EASY TO GET IN...
SLIGHTLY HARDER
TO GET OUT.

ITEM SHOWN. VIENNA WOODS LIFESTYLEBEAN BAG IN WELLEN

Perfect solution for both indoor
and outdoor spaces. Relax, read,
play or just ‘Like’ us online.

Add a triple stitched handle
to ‘grab & go’, a great solution
for dorms and  bedrooms. 

LINEN SUNNYBOY 
0601

GALAR  
2101

GOLD COIN BLACK 
2102
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Luxury.
the

Super sized bags offer the
ultimate relaxation seat. Simply
kick off those shoes and enjoy.

COMFORT
   LEVEL    

Indoor? outdoor?, we offer a
great non-slip waterproof base.
One less thing to worry about. 

The Luxury range
offers sizes up to 
350L. Incredibly

comfy, warming and
a great place to 

catch-up with your
favourite series 

BLUE DELUXE  
2201

LINEN COASTAL GREY 
0701
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Luxury.
the

Super sized bags offer the
ultimate relaxation seat. Simply
kick off those shoes and enjoy.

COMFORT
   LEVEL    

Indoor? outdoor?, we offer a
great non-slip waterproof base.
One less thing to worry about. 

The Luxury range
offers sizes up to 
350L. Incredibly

comfy, warming and
a great place to 

catch-up with your
favourite series 

PERFECT
FOR A LAZY
AFTERNOON

PERFECT
FOR A LAZY
AFTERNOON

IMAGE PROVIDED BY EZIBUY

Indoor? outdoor?, we offer a
great non-slip waterproof base.
One less thing to worry about. 

We offer a set of large storage
pockets on ‘luxury’ bags so
there’s no reason to get up. 

NAVY DELUXE  
2301

LIGHT BLUE DELUXE  
2304

GREY DELUXE  
2303

CHAIR  
2305

LINEN COASTAL GREY 
0701

COASTAL STITCHED EDGE 
2306

NAVY DELUXE OTTOMAN  
2302
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JUNGLE FEVER

Trends.
the

Our design team live and breath
their roles. They like to keep 
ahead of the pack and offer
you a wide range of new and
exciting product, for 
customers who feel 
the same.

TOGETHER
BEAN BAG

We shape our bags to offer you 
great comfort, stability and ultimately
a perfect place to kick back & relax. 

We know kids can sometimes get
up to mischief, that’s why we use
super strong zips on our product.

Available in a range 
of colours. Our zip 
together bean bags 
transform into the 
perfect sofa.

PALM CHAIR 
2401

OUTDOOR PALMLEAF 
2403

OUTDOOR FLORAL 
1802

VW BELVEDERE 
2602

VW TIER 
2404

TROPIC NAVY 
2402
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JUNGLE FEVER

Trends.
the

Our design team live and breath
their roles. They like to keep 
ahead of the pack and offer
you a wide range of new and
exciting product, for 
customers who feel 
the same.

TOGETHER
BEAN BAG

We shape our bags to offer you 
great comfort, stability and ultimately
a perfect place to kick back & relax. 

We know kids can sometimes get
up to mischief, that’s why we use
super strong zips on our product.

Available in a range 
of colours. Our zip 
together bean bags 
transform into the 
perfect sofa.
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Kid's Bean Bags

NEST LOUNGER IN CORD 
3202

BOOT LOUNGER 
3307

This story is bright and playful with a punchy palette of 

vibrant colours. Hand drawn elements and colour block 

textiles feature with character and play driven themes.

KIDS 2 SEATER SOFA 
3305

STAR PRINT WING CHAIR 
3206

LUXE FAUX FUR 
3207

BLACK CHECK 
3306

SUPERHERO  STITCH EDGE 
3208

BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE

Ready for the new season? We offer a range of specialised bean bags,
so any fan can support their team from the best seat in the house.
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BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE

Ready for the new season? We offer a range of specialised bean bags,
so any fan can support their team from the best seat in the house.

BASEBALL 
3204

TENNIS BALL 
2703

BASKETBALL 
2704

SOCCER BALL 
2702

FOOTBALL 
2701
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Goodies.
the

All our zipper heads have been
developed to make our bean
bags safe for all the family.

SWEET TOOTH?

Our team offer a 
wide rage of novelty 
and fun bean bags. 
Not only for
children, these 
items make a great 
talking point in any 
situation.
Popcorn anyone? 

DONUT 
3404

MACARON 
2801

ICE CREAM 
2802
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FOR BIG& Little Kids

We offer you water repellant
fabrics to make cleaning and
clear-up much easier.

   We customise our designs to
  maximise material usage,
 keeping costs low
and competitive. 

TYRE 
3402

RACER 
3403

SKATEBOARD 
2902

FOOTBALL 
2701

CONFETTI 
2903

STAR CHAIR 
2901

CAMO BLUE 
2904
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UPF50+ protected play  |  Backyard  |  Beach  |  Camping

ADVENTURE FORT  
Quick pop-up construction.  
Various character designs available.
#C194001

PLAY TENTS

KINGDOM TENT  
Fully printed canopy. 
Easy setup.
#C194003

TONTO TEEPEE  
Plastic pole construction. Printed front panels.
#C194006

SWIFT POP-UP  
Quick setup. Printed roof panel.
#C194005 GARDEN TENT  

Fully printed canopy.  
Easy setup.
#C194004

CUBBY HOUSE 
Fully printed canopy.
#C194002
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ADVENTURE TEEPEE 
Timber poles and easy setup. 
Various designs and fabrics available.
#C194102

PDQ Pallet

TEEPEE
Perfect for a reading nook or hideout & gets 

imaginations going. Premium heavy cotton 
canvas fabric & treated hardwood timber frame. 

Set it up outside or in the playroom. 
Includes decorative fun flags.  

Collapses easily for behind-the-door storage. 

JAMIE PLAY TENT 
TIMBER A-Frame tent. 
#C194101
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SINGLE
SIZE

MID
SIZE

DOUBLE
SIZE

Kid's Comfort
Durable and versatile foam furniture is perfect for kids  

in the lounge or playroom.

FOREST MID SIZE  
FLIP OUT SOFA 
3801

STARS SINGLE 
 FLIP OUT SOFA 
3802

CLOUDS DOUBLE 
  FLIP OUT SOFA 
3803
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WIPE 
CLEAN 
FABRIC

CONE STOOLS 
3907

BEACH PRINT 
 ARMCHAIR 
3903

YELLOW  
 DOTS STOOL 
3905

JR STREAMLINE 
LOUNGER 
3906SHARK FIN 

ARMCHAIR 
3904

CURVED ARMCHAIR 
3901

WHITE SPOT  
  OTTOMAN 
3902
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THE ORIGINAL
iCRIB

Keeps your iPad or tablet upright. A comfy resting place to watch movies, 
play games or just read. The iCrib moulds to your lap, the floor or any 

surface. Use it on a plane, in bed, on the couch or perfect for the backseat.

Keeps your iPad or tablet upright.
A comfy resting place to watch 
movies, play games or just read. The 
iCrib moulds to your lap, the floor or 
any surface. Use it on a plane,
in bed, on the couch or perfect 
for the backseat.

iCrib.
the Micro beans allow the bag to

mould to any shape. A perfect
place to catch-up with friends. 

A great idea for those precious
few minutes of peace-and-quiet.
‘now where was I...’ 
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THE ORIGINAL
iCRIB

Keeps your iPad or tablet upright. A comfy resting place to watch movies, 
play games or just read. The iCrib moulds to your lap, the floor or any 

surface. Use it on a plane, in bed, on the couch or perfect for the backseat.

ANIMAL PRINT 
3501

HOODIE 
3502

VELOUR GREY 
3503

MINT 
3504

VW BELVEDERE 
3505

VELOUR BLUE 
3506

VW WELLEN 
3507

GOLD COIN RED 
3508
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Shelf packaging

Point of Sale
We can create a point of sale solution to meet your specific needs.

We can create a point of sale solution to meet your specific needs.
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Rope hanging and online 
friendly packaging

PDQ / SRT options

Point of sale conceptsPopLounge® expanding foam furniture carton

Full colour box
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FOOTBALL

ELWOOD

COASTAL

AMALFI

SEED

DAYBED

CHILL-OUT CHAIR

SPACE

LOFT

COUCH

BENCH

RACER

STREAM

LONG BOARD

FLEX

BOUTIQUE

BANANA

MODE
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ROCKET

BELLE

LOW RISE

FLIP

BREAKOUT

SOCCER

GAMER

BUCKET

CONE

POD

CAFÉ

TRAIN

BUTTERFLY

CYLINDER

SUNNY BOY
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RETRO

SKATE BOARD

WIDE BASE

ARM CHAIR

STREAMLINE CURVED ARMCHAIR

TEAR DROP

WING

MILANO VOGUE

THROW

ISLAND

IRIS

LICK QUEEN
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HIBACK HOODIECLOUD

BASKETBALLBURTON

TENNIS

PRISM

FLOYD - PRISM GLOVE

FENWAY

CHASE NOBU

KATY - PRISM

DONUT

PEAK
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POPLOUNGETM is a new PATENTED, Expanding Foam Furniture system. Engineered for comfort and designed for life!
Ships in one retail box with a compression bag to shrink the product to almost 1/3 of it’s original size. Simply open the box, 
release the compression straps and the furniture assembles itself. Wait a few hours and the POPLOUNGETM is ready to use.

No beans, no cheap crumbed or chipped foam, no lumpy furniture.
We’ve designed POPLOUNGETM to be a sleek upgrade to your 
comfortable furniture, and it can be used indoors and outdoors.   

Durable water
resistant fabric

Supportive, solid foam
construction

Two handy storage
pockets

Integrated handle, 
easy and portable

WHAT IS...

Our covers are designed to be 
applied once the foam has

expanded. Removable for an
upgrade or to help with

spot cleaning.
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See our Summer catalogue for the 
latest range of shade umbrellas, 
sun shelters, portable beach 
furniture, mats, and kids beach gear.

Did you 
know?

SlumberTrek can 
coordinate your 

entire beach 
range.

SUMMER
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We can customise a unique range of 
outdoor furniture and accessories. 
ask for a copy of our latest outdoor 
furniture look book.

OUTDOOR FURNITURE
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DESIGNER LIFESTYLE & HOMEWARES

facebook.com/ViennaWoods42

(03) 9897 0700t

instagram.com/viennawoods_/

FIND OUR COMPLETE RANGE at VIENNAWOODS.COM.AU

DESIGNER LIFESTYLE  &  HOMEWARES

LIFESTYLE
BEAN BAG

READY FOR
SUMMER?

SS18
See our camping catalogue for the 
latest range of sleeping bags, tents, 
camp furniture, camp storage, mats, 
shade and kids camping.

Did you 
know?

SlumberTrek is 
Australia's largest 

supplier of 
sleeping bags.

CAMPING
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DESIGNER LIFESTYLE & HOMEWARES

facebook.com/ViennaWoods42

(03) 9897 0700t

instagram.com/viennawoods_/

FIND OUR COMPLETE RANGE at VIENNAWOODS.COM.AU

DESIGNER LIFESTYLE  &  HOMEWARES

LIFESTYLE
BEAN BAG

READY FOR
SUMMER?

SS18
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